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In the present paper on high dimensional nonlinear filtering problems and 
stochastic partial differential equations, the Riemannian scalar curvature R is shown 
to play a fundamental role. The n-dimensional signal processes, n > 2, and the 
m-dimensional observations processes, nt 2 1, are assumed to be homogeneous 
strong Markov diffusions with independent noise functionals. The curvature R of 
the covariance of the diffusion signal explicitly enters the ?-density of the 
measure-valued solution of the Zakai equation for the problems considered here. 
The special class of signals required for our proofs are not necessary for n = 2. The 
general result under normalized conditions is that estimations are relatively better if 
R is positive and worse if R is negative. The results are applied to estimation 
problems arising in modelling starfish/coral interactions, but can readily be applied 
to chemically mediated plant/herbivore interactions. 0’~ IYX7 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The role of the scalar curvature, R, in Graham’s formulation of path- 
integral theories in quantum mechanics and in nonequilibrium statistical 
thermodynamics is well known and important [ll, 121. Recent work by 
Takahashi and Watanabe has made it possible for mathematicians to 
appreciate this, as well [18]. However, it was Huzurbazzar and Rao who 
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first brought scalar curvature into statistics via the maximum likelihood 
surface concept [14,17]. The present paper may be viewed as an attempt to 
bridge a gap between these divergent statistical theories. Here, it is demon- 
strated that R enters nonlinear jltering theory for the estimation of a signal 
process conditioned on information in the observations process. It seems that 
W plays an information-theoretic role for the signal process. Although we do 
not dwell on this here, it is interesting to compare Fisher’s information 
matrix with the Ricci curvature tensor gP ij, defined in Section 3. The 
interested reader is invited to consult [2, 14, 171 on these matters. 
The scalar curvature enters filtering theory via explicit formulas for the 
P-densities of a large class of (adjoint) Zakai equations. This class is 
defined in terms of the type of signal processes we allow. They are 
homogeneous Markov di&ions whose noise terms are conformal, in the sense 
of differential geometry explained in Section 3. The conformal restriction 
does not apply to the observations processes which are taken to be 
homogeneous diffusions, also. In fact, the conformal restriction is no restric- 
tion at all for two dimensional signals. We do require that signal and 
observational noise are statistically independent, however. 
Generally, it is proved here that positive DB increases the value of 
P-densities for the signal estimates, while negative W does just the opposite. 
This will be seen to appear explicitly in the measure-valued solutions of the 
nonlinear Kushner equations, as well as in the P-solutions of the adjoint 
Zakai equations. Important for our results is the previous work of Kunita 
[16] on the hypoellipticity problem for stochastic partial differential equa- 
tions, together with that of Hiirmander [13]. Especially relevant to our 
approach is the backward stochastic calculus for Stratonovich integration of 
SDEs. We believe, however, that the present paper is the first one to bring 
scalar curvature into the theory of stochastic partial differential equations 
and nonlinear filtering theory. 
The Riemannian scalar curvature seems to have significant application in 
mathematical biology [l-3, 7, 81. Especially interesting is its interpretation 
in the growth and chemical ecological dynamics of sessile communities like 
forests and coral reefs [l], where it can be used to estimate community vigor. 
Large negative R-values indicate rapid growth potential and quick 
(chemical) responses to predation or herbivory [4,6]. Large positive R-values 
indicate a relative metabolic passivity [l]. Results of the present study 
applied to dynamics of sessile organisms imply that signals from vigorous 
communities are more difficult to estimate than for the less vigorous, all 
other things being equal. This seems intuitively correct. However, more 
interesting is that under normalized conditions this difficulty increases more 
than quadratically with the number of species in the community. 
In the last section of this paper we compute results for a much-studied 
model of starfish predation on an n-species community of corals [4, 5, 6, 81. 
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In Section 2 a brief review of nonlinear filtering following Elliott and 
Kunita is given [lo, 161. In Section 3, the necessary geometric definitions 
are given including the Levi-Civitci connection and the various curvature 
censors leading to the Riemann scalar curvature R. This invariant is given 
explicitly for the class of Riemannian geometries known as locally confor- 
mally flat. All geometries, known to the authors, which arise in biological 
applications as above, are of this type. Thus, the coral/starfish example 
uses this expression for W to obtain the P-density for the related Zakai 
equation. 
2. NONLINEAR FILTERING BACKGROUND 
The basic references for this section are Elliott [lo] and Kunita [16]. We 
suppose given, once and for all, a probability space (Q, 9, P) and a 
complete, right-continuous, filtration { $} of sub u-fields of s, for t E 
[0, T]. All processes considered will be F,-adapted. There are two dis- 
tinguished classes of processes denoted generally { X,} and {Y,} and called 
signal and observation processes, respectively. Write “Y, = u{ Y, : s I t } for 
the u-field generated by a given observation process Y,. Note that 9, I 9, 
is usually proper inclusion. Denote by 
(2.1) 
the least squares estimation of X, conditioned on ‘?V,, and call J?, the mean 
jlter of the process X,rel qt. 
If Y, can be given in the form 
y, = 
J 
‘h,ds + L,, (2.2) 
0 
where Y = (Y,l, . . . , yt”‘) and L, = (L:, . . . , L,“), where L, is an m-dimen- 
sional Wiener process (i.e., Brownian motion), then the process 
(2.3) 
is a gt-Brownian motion called the innovations process. This process v, will 
be bounded and q-measurable t E [0, T] and represents information in the 
observations GY, concerning X,. 
In general below we shall be interested in a class of homogeneou; strong 
Markov processes of diffusion type Z, which are strong solutions of Ito type 
vector stochastic differential equations like 
dZ, = k, a!s + S( Z,) dB,, (2.4a) 
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where S(Z) is nonsingular d X d matrix on R ‘, bounded away from zero as 
IlS(Z)II, 2 s > 0, z E w” (2.4b) 
(Euclidean norm), and B, is a d-dimensional standard Brownian motion. 
Lipschitz conditions are also invoked. Namely, 
IlW,> - m3 IL s KllZ - z’ll: (2.4~) 
for all t E [0, T] and K a constant, and where * denotes supremum of 
norms over t. Z, will have initial conditions independent of FO. We also 
require 
We use the symbol 5, for the n-dimensional signal process X, governed by 
d& = X,(t, 6,) dt + i Xj 0 dl:‘, (2.5) 
j=l 
where n{ are n separate Brownian motions and 0 denotes Stratonovich 
integration. We often will suppose the observation process Y, is m-dimen- 
sional and solves 
dy, = h,ak + 2 G,(y,)odB,k (2.6) 
k=l 
for some initial condition independent of go and C?& and it will be 
supposed that sufficient smoothness and boundedness conditions are 
satisfied so that (2.5) and (2.6) define diffusions equivalent to (2.4) so that 
we may pass back and forth between Ito and Statonovich theories, at will. 
Letting r,(dy, o) denote the conditional distribution of the signal given 
the observation data “y, we write 
+h d = f’(t, E 4N)b) 
for w  E 52 and 
As in Elliott, [lo], one shows n,(f) satisfies the Kushner equation 
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where 
1 ,1 
44fW = ; c qwf(x) + XobMx) (2.8) 1’1 
is the infinitesimal generator of the diffusion signal process (2.5). Here we 
use Hormander notation so that Xj are ~~~-vector fields on W” with 
X,(s)f(x) = i q&x). 
i=l 
Further, 
D, = (D,(s), . . . , D,,(s)), 
where 
D,b)f(x) = i u,“J+)f(x); (2.9) 
j-l 
I = l,.. , m is defined by the bracket process . 
(qj, B’), = /dy:‘ds. (2.10) 
Here absolute continuity of y, is assumed relative Lebesgue measure in W m 
[lo]. If we define the a,-process by 
Then, 
P,(f) = df)at (2.12) 
solves the following Zukui equation (2.13) provided 7r,( f ) solves the Kushner 
equation (2.7). The Zakai equation is 
(2.13) 
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where Mk(s) = Dk(s) + hk(s) and f E ci(R”). Also note that 
P,(f) 
df) = - 
P,(l) 
(2.14) 
so that rt( f) may be recaptured from the measure soluiions of the linear 
Zakai equation. Note that the operator 
L(s) =A(s) - f i kg(s) 
k-l 
(2.15) 
is nontrivially elliptic [16, p. 1661. If p,(dy) is a measure solution of (2.13) 
having a P-density it must satisfy the adjoint Zakai equation 
dp, = L*(t)p, dt + i M$p, 0 dqk, 
k=l 
(2.16) 
where 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
ht; = -Dk + h$, k = l,...,m, (2.20) 
and, finally, 
h; = h, - i axiD:, k = l,...,m. (2.21) 
i-l 
The coefficients of the vector fields Xj and D, are assumed bounded and 
continuous, c1 in t, c4 in x, and ci in x. 
We are interested in computing cm- densities for a large class of signal 
and observation processes in the next section. In order to do this we make 
use of the backward Stratonouich calculus of Kunita [16]. We will need to 
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solve the backward equation 
& = -x,*(s, &) a!Y - i x,(3, &) 0 t&i 
j=l 
(2.22) 
with terminal condition .&,(x) = x. The unique solution passing through 
(x, t) is then 
&Jx) = x + JfX+T(rT i,,,(x)) dr 
s 
(2.23) 
If we let z be a real variable and write 
&s,r(~, Z, W) = z - exp 
(2.24) 
where h,* and hz are given in (2.19) and (2.21), then the P-density for the 
measure solution of the Zakai equation (2.13) must be 
(2.25) 
We will compute p,(x, o) for certain systems in the next section because it 
will be shown that cm-densities exist for these special systems. 
3. CONFORMAL SIGNALS AND GEOMETRY 
We consider signals E, of the form (2.4a) and (2.4b) for which X0 and 
Xi = e-+dj, j = 1,. . . , n, are P-vector fields with bounded first and second 
partials. Also, we suppose 
(Tq, B’), = 0 (3-I) 
for the noise functionals of the signal and observations process Y,. We 
require Y, to be a homogeneous strong Markov process solving 
dY, = h,(x) h + S,(y,) 0 dB,k. 
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Also, h,(x) = (h’,(x),. . . , h,“(x)) are supposed cw for all x E W”. The 
operator for the conformal signal process 5, is 
A(s) = i .$ e-*(i9,(e-*J,)) + i Xiili - i. 
I-1 i=l 
Such a linear differential operator is said to be hypoelliptic in an open set 
U E R “+’ if every distributional function u in U is cm in every open 
subset WE U in which A(s)u is cm [13, p. 1481. Thus, if A(s) is 
hypoelliptic with distributional solution ZJ of A(s)u = 0, it follows that u 
can be modified on a set of measure zero to be cm. 
Noting that Mk = h, because of (3.1), it follows that the operator L(s) 
of (2.15) is P-elliptic, with scalar term 
h, = - f f hi, 
k-l 
if A(s) is P-elliptic. Also, the adjoint operator, L*(s), has h$ = h, from 
(2.21) and 
h,* = h, - iaiXi + fe2+ i [2(dj+)’ - a;+] 
i j=l 
(3.2) 
follows directly from (2.19) and the form of A(s) above. It is clear that 
L*(s) is P-elliptic, so by a theorem of Hiirmander the dimension of the Lie 
algebra generated by {X0 - a/at, Xi,. . . , X,} is maximal and equal to 
n + 1 [13, p. 148; 16, p. 1501. Since cw implies cm, the result of Kunita 
ensures the existence of a P-density for the measure solution p,(f) of the 
Zakai equation (2.13). Recall that D, = 0, here. This density is given by 
(2.24) and (2.25). Direct substitution of h, for hz and (3.2) gives the 
density explicitly. 
We wish to describe the Zakai P-density geometrically. Therefore, we 
digress into some background material on locally conformally flat Rieman- 
nian spaces, which is basic to the type of signal processes we use in our 
main results. 
Let us rewrite the signal process (2.5) as 
(d(f =) dxf = 5 u;(x& dqf + X; dt. 
k-l 
The corresponding infinitesimal generator for the Markov process solution 
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& is the elliptic operator 
where 
k=l 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
and 
is the so-called Stratonovich term or Christofiljeld [2, 3, 71. 
Both gij and its inverse g” are second-order tensor Jields on a Rieman- 
nian space (R”, g,,) whose arc-length element is given by 
ds2 = ig;,dx’ 8 dxj 
I. j 
(see [9 or 151). A metric in the usual sense is obtained by minimizing 
over all P-curves y joining x ,, = y(to) to xi = y(tl). This definition can be 
shown independent of the particular parameter used. If x0 and xi are close 
enough in this metric then the minimizing curve y is a solution to the 
geodesic equations 
i, j, k = 1,. . . , n. Here, the Riemannian length of du/ds, is unity, that is, 
dy/a!s is a unit vector, and the solution starts at x0 and ends at xi. The 
3-index symbol I:, plays a fundamental role here, in that it defines 
Riemannian parallelism on the one hand, and the Stratonovich term, or 
Christoffel$eld, on the other. Given the Riemannian metric tensor g,,, the 
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Levi-Civitri connection is 
rii, = f i g”( dkgj, + ajgk, - a,gjk), 
I-1 
(3.6) 
(see (4.1)). Note that I’ik all vanish if g,, = a,,, the identity matrix, but that 
a smooth change of coordinates need not preserve this nullity because the I 
do not constitute a tensor. Nevertheless, the geodesic equations are in- 
variant under the transformation law of the connection I [9, 151. The 
quantities g,, and I$ and their first partial derivatives define the basic 
curvature notions of Biemannian geometry, R&,, Wjk, and W. The most 
important of these is the (full) Riemanniun curvature tensor 
w;.,, = a,rjk - a,rj + i rg, - t r;ryk. (3.7) 
r-l r=l 
It is basic that R$,, = 0 for all i, j, k, 1, if and only if g,, is transformable 
to the Euclidean metric tensor Sij. But, this is only a local statement. It 
holds for S’ x R’, the ordinary straight cylinder, for example. 
The next most important curvature is the so-called Ricci curvature 
Wjk = i w;,,. (3.8) 
s-1 
This tensor is powerful enough to distinguish (locally) between all 2- or 
3-dimensional Riemannian spaces, as is W:,, [9, 151. Finally, the Riemunn 
scalar curvature, 
lR = c gmjk, 
j, k 
(3.9) 
is good enough to distinguish all (2-dimensional) Biemann surfaces, locally. 
All such surfaces are locally conformul&Jut, in that it is possible to use the 
Cauchy-Riemann equations to prove the existence of so-called isothermal 
coordinates u1 and u2 so that 
gij = e+2+Sij, 9 = +(u’, u’) 
[15]. The Riemann scalar curvature is then 
R = -2e-2+(df++ a;+). 
Note that there is always lurking behind R;,,, Rjk, and W, a sign conven- 
tion. It is simply a matter of how one arranges the minus signs in (3.7). In 
Eisenhart’s book, [9], the sign convention is opposite to that used here, for 
example. This carries over systematically to W jk and R. 
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In general, n-dimensional Riemannian spaces for which 
gij = e2+2iij (3.10) 
holds in some coordinate patch are called focally conformally $at spaces. 
Their Levi-Civitl connections are then given (see [l]) as 
lyi = a,+ 
qi = r/j = a,+, i#j 
r;j = -a,+, i#j 
(3.11) 
qk = 0, i#j+k. 
The Riemann scalar curvature is given by 
W = -(n - l)e-‘*C[2(8$) + (n - 2)(Jj$)‘] (3.12) 
i 
(see [9, p. 901). 
Returning to (3.2) and the conformal signal X,,, Xj = e-+aj, use of (3.12) 
allows us to write 
h,* = h, - xa,Xi + i 
i 
(n + 2)]]grad&]]i + 5 , 
I 
where 
is the Riemannian norm of the Riemannian gradient of +, 
grad:+ = cg”a,+ = e-29( a,+). 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
It now follows that the &-function of (2.24) is 
(&.,(x9 z, 4 
= z . exp 
i i 
dt ho - CaixA + a[(n + 2)llgraQ#4~ + A]) dr 
i (rv f) 
(3.16) 
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where lS,, solves (2.22) with l,,, = x, and D, = 0. It is clear that for 
conformal signals, regarding BP as an independent variable, if R is generally 
positive 6, r has a relatively larger value, while if W is negative generally, & 
has a relatively smaller value. This carries over to the P-density of the 
Zakai equation. Furthermore, because 
p,(f) = aft, dx 
and 
P,(f) 
df) = - 
P,(l) 
solve the Kushner equation, this behavior carries over to the estimation 
problem for any suitably smooth f, providing (Ye = p,(l) is independent 
OfW. 
The estimation off (6,) conditional on observational data from Y,, is larger 
if BP is generally positive, and is smaller if W is generally negative, providing 
p,(l) is independent of R. 
Remark. Because any Riemannian metric on a 2-dimensional surface is 
locally conformallyj?at, all two-dimensional signals of the form (2.4) a, b can 
be considered to be conformal signals. This firmly establishes the role of W 
in the associated Zakai and Kushner equations for the nonlinear jltering 
problems of signal dimension two. 
4. AN APPLICATION TO STARFISH PREDATION ON CORALS 
We follow [8] in this section (but consult [4, 61 also). Let lRh++ denote the 
subspace of R” defined by all xi > 0. Define the metric 
gij = e 2(Z~a~x’)~ij c e2+ijij, 
where all (Y~ > 0 are constants. Extend this metric to all of BP” by modifica- 
tion with P-bump functions as follows. Let C denote a unit size collar of 
the boundary of BP :+. Define 
i 
e*Gv5w)x’)~ 
gij = 
ij on BB:, 
'ij on R” - BP:,, 
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where 
I 
e-o/x’) 
) O<x’<l 
b(x’) = e-(1/x’) + e-1/(1-x’) 
0 for xi I 0 
1 for xi 2 1, 
and all i. Note il;b(x’) > $I for 0 < x’ < 1 and all orders of derivatives are 
bounded. Thus, gij = e2*Sjj = e2”Sjj = gij on W:, - C and is the flat 
metric outside W:,. Clearly, then e-*, J,(ePG), a,, . . . a,p-” are all 
bounded in W”. 
It is necessary to discuss the hypoellipticity of 
on W” in order to ensure the existence of a P-density for the Zakai 
equation for the conformal signal (4.2) and observations process (4.5), 
below. The operator A(s) is clearly elliptic on R :+ and, by a well-kntwn 
theorem, supports a cm- fundamental solution (i.e., is hypoelliptic). A(s) 
agrees with A(s) on W:, - C, defined in terms of gij in the same way as 
A(s) is defined in terms of gij. But, A(s) is P-elliptic. By Hbrmander’s 
theorem, this analyticity implies the Lie algebra generated by {X0 - 
a/at, x,, . . . , X,} has maximal r!nk equal to n + 1, on W:, - C [13, p. 
149; 16, p. 1501. Outside R:,, A(s) has Euclidean symbol and again its 
associated Lie algebra has rank n + 1. We claim this is true in the collar C, 
as well. The argument appl$d to our special case is due to Hlirmander [13, 
p. 1491. He shows that if A(s) is not of maximAal rank at x E C, then the 
Frobenius theozem can be used to show that A(s) is not hypoelliptic. But 
we know that A(s) u = 0 has a P-solution which is in fact a density on W “. 
Thus, a(s) has maximal rank everywhere. 
New, using theorem of Kunita [16, p. 1531, the P-vector fields 
x,, Xl,. . . , X,, with D, = 0, k = 1,. . . , m, and the maximal rank Lie 
algebra condition implies the associated Zakai equation has a P-density 
fcr its measures solution. The L(S) operator (2.15) for this problem is 
A(s) - :crml-, M:(S) and will be further described. 
Because we are interested in gij only for biological reasons we may use 
g,,, cp instead of dij, 4 in what follows. Consequently, it is the behavior in 
Rp:+ which mainly concerns us in this example. The Levi-Civita connection 
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IT, is given by (3.11) to be 
I-;. = (yi 
r:, = r/j = Uj, i#j 
r;; = -ai, i#j 
(4.2) 
(see PI). 
rjk = 0, i#j+k 
The signal process to be considered is defined initially only on lR : + x 
W:+ by 
f dxi = N,’ dt + e-9 ds’, 
- i rjkNjNk + X,N’ - c$N’F dt + dq;, 1 (4.3) j. k 
where hi > 0 and Si > 0 are 2n fixed constants and F is defined on 5JL.l 
Extension to all of W ’ x R ’ is done by regarding the tangent bundle TR n 
as identical to W n X W “, with the base space spanned by x1, . . . , x” and the 
cannonical fiber spanned by N’, . . . , N”. We define a Riemannian metric 
tensor on TBB” as ds* = e’2T;S,,(dxi)2 + C~wl(dNi)2. In this way 5%” 
becomes the product Riemannian manifold (W “, 6,) X (W”, a,,). Replacing 
$ by 4 in (4.3) yields the extended &-process, 5,. Note that & is not a 
conformal signal, strictly speaking, rather it is an extended conformal signal. 
The scalar curvature BP of the product metric is numerically identical with 
that for the g,, factor alone because the canonical fiber Iw n of TR ’ is flat 
Euclidean. Therefore, the curvature for [,, R I, is 
Note that p JJO, as 11~11~ t cc for x E IR:,, and that W t becomes more 
negative with increasing n. In fact, it does so at least quadratically keeping 
C#I constant as n varies. Finally, note that for n = 2, W, = 0. 
Now the observations process to be considered here is 
(dY, =) dr;; = #(N,, I;;)F,dt + dW, 
where 
h,=rl,= -&+yF,+ 26:N,’ (4.5) 
i-l 
‘8, is to be modified by multiplication with a cm bump function so that it is zero for large 
enough F-values. likewise for y  in (4.5). 
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and E, y, 6/ are positive constants. We are supposing (T/, IV), = 0 for all i. 
Here, m = 1, D, = 0, so Mi = hi = $. Therefore, 
2 &f’(s) = ;I): and 
k=l 
L(S) = a(,) - ;#:. 
The adjoint Zakai equation is 
4 = (a(t)* - :\t:)ptdt + (#,a pt)odW, 
as follows from (2.15) (2.16), (2.20), (2.21). Note that integration may be 
taken to be of Ito type. The P-density p,(x, w) may now be constructed as 
in (2.25) using (3.16). Thus, for the extended conformal signal (4.3) we have 
X,, given by 
xi = N’, i=l ,*-*, n 
%+n = - i I$NJNk + X,N’ - S;N’F, 
j. k 
and the divergence of X,, is given by C;L i 8,X: = C;= i( aXd;‘“/a N’), be- 
cause we suppose xi and N’ are independent variables. We leave it to the 
interested reader fp coml+tte this divergence in more detail from (3.11) and 
the definition of $I. The @-functional can be explicitly written as 
In the region of biological interest, W:, X WY,, the positive quantity 
C;ee-2i( aiG)2 becomes e-*$ . C;-_,(cQ)*, and WI is given by (4.4). Also, & 
solves the backward Stratonovich SDE in R” x R”, 
as follows from (2.22). X,,* is computed from (2.18) replacing n with 2n 
and defining XJ! in the obvious way from the product metric “square root.” 
Note that, since the r,‘k’s in (4.3) are constants [see (4.2)], so that the 
second equation (4.3) is mdependent of x. It follows, in particular, that N 
and F are independent of the curvature W (, which by (4.4) is a function of 
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x only. Hence, the hrprocess in (4.5) is also independent of R,. It now 
follows that (Y, = p,(l) [see (2.11) (2.12)] is independent of W,, and so, as 
indicated in the discussion following (3.16), we can conclude that the 
Kushner measure 
Ir,(f) = PAfMl) 
increases with increasing distance from the origin in Iw : + x R : +, because 
WI becomes less negative with distance. Also, W t decreases at least 
quadratically with n, other things being equal (see the discussion following 
(4.4)). Interpretation of this is straightforward. Namely, the “difficulty” in 
estimating the state (xi, N’), i = 1,2, . . . , n, of the community increases 
with the negativeness of W,. Because -R, is a measure of vigor in 
production [l, 81, the more vigorous communities are harder to estimate, 
regardless of the jxed observations process used to obtain information, all 
other things being equal. 
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